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On Covert Rate in Full-Duplex D2D-Enabled
Cellular Networks with Spectrum Sharing and

Power Control
Ranran Sun, Huihui Wu, Bin Yang, Yulong Shen, Weidong Yang, Xiaohong Jiang, and Tarik Taleb

Abstract—This paper investigates the fundamental covert rate
performance in a D2D-enabled cellular network consisting of a
cellular user Alice, a base station BS, an active warden Willie,
and a D2D pair with a transmitter Dt and a full-duplex receiver
Dr . To conduct covert communication between Alice and BS, the
full-duplex Dr transmits jamming signal to confuse the active
Willie and also receives signal from Dt simultaneously. With
spectrum sharing, Dt can operate over either an underlay mode
reusing cellular spectrum or an overlay mode using dedicated
spectrum. With power control, Dr can send jamming signal to
confuse Willie’s detection of the transmission from Alice. We
first provide theoretical results for the outage probabilities of the
cellular and D2D transmissions, the average minimum detection
error probability at Willie, and the achievable covert rate from
Alice to BS. We then explore the power control for covert rate
maximization (CRM) under the underlay mode as well as the
joint designs of power control and spectrum partition for CRM
under the overlay mode. We further consider a mode selection
that flexibly switches between these two modes with a probability,
and also investigate the covert rate modeling and joint designs of
power control, spectrum partition and mode selection probability
for CRM. Finally, numerical results are presented to illustrate
the covert rate performances of the network under the underlay
mode, overlay mode and mode selection.
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I. INTRODUCTION

DEvice-to-device (D2D)-enabled cellular networks have
emerged as a promising network architecture to meet

the ever increasing demand for mobile data traffic, where
proximity users can directly communicate with each other
achieving traffic offloading from the base station (BS) [1]–
[6]. Such networks have great potentials for improving spec-
tral efficiency, increasing data rate, reducing latency and
extending cellular coverage, and thus are highly appealing
to serve as the key component of future space-air-ground
integrated networks [7], [8]. However, broadcast nature of
wireless channels poses a significant security threat to the large
amounts of highly sensitive information transmissions from
military, finance, self-driving vehicles and healthcare, making
the secure information transmissions a paramount important
issue in these networks.

The current research works on the secure communications in
D2D-enabled cellular networks mainly focus on the protection
of wireless transmission content based on the conventional
cryptographic approaches [9], [10] or the physical layer secu-
rity approaches [11]–[14]. The former ones utilize encryption
techniques at the upper layers of protocol stack while the latter
ones exploit the randomness characteristics of wireless chan-
nels to provide protection of data transmissions. Nevertheless,
the covert communication that hides the process of wireless
transmission itself is also highly desirable for many critical
applications, such as secret military operations, covert investi-
gation, and location tracking in vehicular networks. Actually,
many kinds of attacks may be launched once the existence of
wireless transmission process is exposed to adversaries [15],
[16]. Thus, how to achieve covert communication to prevent
adversaries from detecting the existence of wireless commu-
nications has become increasingly important for D2D-enabled
cellular networks [17]. Here, the covert rate and secrecy rate
are two important performance metrics for measuring covert
communications and secure communications, respectively. The
covert rate is defined as the achievable rate under the condition
that a transmitter can perform covert communication with
its receiver without being detected by the adversary. The
secrecy rate is the achievable rate under the condition that
the adversary cannot intercept the message from a transmitter
to its receiver.
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The covert communications have been widely investigated
in different wireless networks [18]–[28]. In particular, the
work in [20] investigates the covert rate in a two-hop wireless
relaying system without the support of the base station (BS),
where a source attempts to covertly transmit message to a
destination with the help of a relay, and a passive warden
detects the covert transmission process. The works of [25]–
[28] employ a full-duplex communication technique, where
the full-duplex receivers send jamming signal to achieve covert
communications. However, only some preliminary works are
available on the covert communication studies in D2D-enabled
cellular networks [29]–[34]. Under the underlay mode where
the D2D users can reuse the spectrum resources of cellular
users, the work in [29] proposes a transmit power control
scheme for both cellular users and D2D users to maximize the
covert rate of D2D transmissions. The work in [30] explores
the joint design of spectrum allocation and power control for
the maximization of sum covert rate of D2D transmissions,
while the work in [31] investigates the user trust degree
evaluation and spectrum allocation for such sum covert rate
maximization. In [32], the cooperative jamming technique is
adopted to send artificial noise to confuse adversaries and to
achieve covert rate maximization for D2D transmission. The
work in [33] explores the covert rate maximization problem
by jointly optimizing the transmit powers of covert signal,
jamming signal, and cellular signal in a D2D-enabled cellular
system, where a D2D receiver can operate either over the
half-duplex mode only receiving message or over the full-
duplex mode sending jamming signal to confuse the detection
of a warden. Under the overlay mode where the cellular and
D2D users can only use their dedicated orthogonal spectrum
resources, the work in [34] considers the scenario that the
D2D transmitters distributed in a safety area can also serve
as relays such that wardens cannot detect the existence of
D2D transmissions, and investigates the joint designs of relay
selection and transmit power of D2D transmitters to maximize
the covert rate of cellular users.

Although these initial works in [29]–[34] are very meaning-
ful in D2D-enabled cellular networks, the covert communica-
tions in such networks are still largely unexplored so far. Par-
ticularly, underlay and overlay are two fundamental spectrum
sharing modes in D2D-enabled cellular networks. The overlay
mode adopts orthogonal spectrum allocation for the cellular
and D2D links, which reduces the mutual interference between
these links and thus improves the data rate performance. The
underlay mode adopts spectrum reusing between the cellu-
lar and D2D links, which improves the spectrum efficiency
but also causes mutual interference between these two links
degrading the data rate performance. It is notable that the in-
terference in covert communication can confuse the detection
of the warden and thus enhance covertness performance (e.g.,
detection error probability). The covert rate performance can
be further enhanced by designing some schemes, e.g., mode
selection between underlay and overlay modes, and power
control. Furthermore, in a more practice scenario, warden
not only detects covert communication process but also sends
noise to interfere with legitimate receiver. As a result, three
critical issues arise naturally and need to be carefully explored

in the D2D-enabled cellular networks. One issue is how to
model the covert rate performance under the underlay and
overlay modes in the more practice scenario with an active
warden. Another issue is how to optimize the covert rate
performance via power control under the two modes. The last
issue is how to further enhance the covert performance through
a flexible selection of underlay and overlay modes, and power
control.

To address these fundamental issues, this paper focuses
on the modeling and optimization studies of the covert rate
performance under the underlay and overlay modes in the
presence of an active warden, where the effects of spec-
trum partition and sharing, active warden, power control and
mode selection are fully taken into account. To protect the
covert communication from being detected and attacked by
the active warden, the D2D receiver employs the full-duplex
communication technique, which simultaneously realizes the
transmission of jamming signal and the reception of legitimate
signal. Specifically, this paper is different from our previous
papers [20], [33]. The paper in [20] focuses on a two-hop
wireless relaying system without the support of BS in the
presence of a passive warden, while this paper considers a
D2D-enabled cellular network with an active warden. The
paper in [33] examines the covert D2D communication in
a D2D-enabled cellular network with a passive warden and
the important issues of spectrum partition and sharing are not
carefully considered here. This paper pays attention to the
covert cellular communication, and fully considers the two
issues that the D2D pair can operate either over the underlay
mode or over the overlay mode. The main contributions of
this paper are summarized as follows.

• We consider a full-duplex D2D-enabled cellular network
consisting of a cellular user, a base station, an active
warden Willie, and a D2D pair with a transmitter and
a full-duplex (FD) receiver. Here, the FD D2D receiver
can simultaneously receive the signal and send jamming
signal to confuse Willie’s detection of the transmission
from Alice. For the concerned network working under
either the underlay or overlay mode, we first derive
the basic theoretical results for the outage probabilities
of the cellular and D2D transmissions, and the average
minimum detection error probability at warden.

• Based on above results, we then provide theoretical
modeling for the covert rate of cellular link under the
underlay mode. The corresponding CRM is formulated as
an optimization problem with the constraints of covert-
ness requirement and the transmit power of the FD D2D
receiver. We solve the optimization problem based on the
rules of differentiation to identify the optimal setting of
the transmit power and to derive the analytical result of
the maximum covert rate (MCR).

• We further provide theoretical modeling for the covert
rate of cellular link under the overlay mode, as well as the
related CRM problem with the constraints of covertness
requirement, spectrum partition and transmit power of the
D2D receiver. By solving the CRM problem, we then
determine the optimal settings of the spectrum partition
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Fig. 1: System model.

and transmit power and thus the analytical expression for
MCR.

• For an improvement of covert rate, we consider a flexible
mode selection, under which the concerned network can
switch between the underlay mode and overlay mode with
a certain probability. Under the mode selection, we also
explore the related issues of covert rate modeling, CRM
formulation and analytical modeling of MCR through
jointly optimizing the mode selection probability, spec-
trum partition and transmit power of the D2D receiver.

• Finally, we present extensive numerical results to illus-
trate the impacts of spectrum partition, power control and
mode selection on the covert rate and the MCR under
the underlay mode, overlay mode and mode selection,
respectively.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
introduces the system model. Section III presents some basic
results on the detection performance at warden. Section IV
and Section V develop theoretical frameworks for covert rate
modeling and maximization under the underlay and overlay
modes, respectively. We analyze the covert rate and the corre-
sponding MCR under the mode selection in Section VI, and
provide numerical results in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII
concludes this paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. System Model

As illustrated in Fig. 1, we consider a full-duplex D2D-
enabled uplink cellular network consisting of a base station
BS, a cellular user Alice, a D2D pair with a transmitter Dt

and a full-duplex receiver Dr, and an active warden Willie.
Alice seeks to covertly transmit confidential information to
BS. Willie, which works in FD mode, receives signal from
the network aiming to detect the existence of the transmission
from Alice to BS, and emits noise to interfere with BS
simultaneously. The D2D pair can conduct information trans-
mission between Dt and Dr, and it can also assist the covert
communication of Alice through spectrum sharing with Alice.

The full-duplex receiver Dr not only receives information
from Dt, but also acts as a friendly jammer to transmit
jamming signal to confuse Willie. Both Willie and Dr are
equipped with a pair of transmitting and receiving antennas,
and each of Alice and Dt has a single antenna.

In our system mode, we consider only one D2D pair instead
of the complex scenario where multiple D2D pairs can reuse
the resource of a single CU. This is due to the following
reasons. The complex scenario poses a great challenge to
do the theoretical analysis (e.g., deriving transmission out-
age probability and optimal detection threshold, solving the
optimization problem). However, our work is an initial effort
to explore how the mode selection of one D2D pair affects
covert rate performance, and can provide many insights for
future research. On one hand, we conduct the study of the
covert communications in a new D2D network scenario with
an active warden. We also explore the covert communications
for the first time considering the underlay and overlay modes
simultaneously. On the other hand, we theoretically analyze
the covert rate performance in the scenario. We also note that
previous works [19], [22], [24], [31], [33] mainly focus on
simple scenarios, such as the scenario with one transmitter,
one receiver and one warden, that with one transmitter, one
relay, one receiver and one warden, and that with one D2D
pair, one cellular user and one passive warden.

B. Spectrum Sharing

In our study, the cellular user Alice and the D2D transmitter
Dt can share the network spectrum in two different modes:
underlay and overlay. In underlay mode, Dt reuses the network
spectrum occupied by Alice, while for the overlay mode, the
network spectrum is partitioned into two orthogonal portions,
i.e., a fraction β of the network spectrum is allocated to
Alice and the remaining fraction 1 − β is for Dt, where β
is a spectrum partition ratio. We further consider a flexible
mode selection of spectrum sharing, where Dt can select the
underlay mode with probability p and the overlay mode with
probability 1− p. Note that under the mode selection, Dt can
find an optimal p such that it can flexibly switch between
underlay and overlay modes for maximizing the covert rate
from Alice to BS. Willie tries to detect the transmission
process of the cellular user. To this end, Willie needs to
receive signal from the cellular user Alice and thus uses the
same channel as Alice, i.e., they share the same spectrum.
This means that under the underlay mode, the D2D pair and
Willie use the same channel, and under the overlay mode,
they use different channels. Thus, Willie doesn’t experience
interference from the D2D transmitter Dt under the overlay
mode. Moreover, Willie also doesn’t experience interference
from Alice under the underlay and overlay modes.

Based on the spectrum sharing, there exists mutual in-
terference among different links using the same spectrum.
For the underlay mode shown in Fig. 1(a), the total inter-
ference experienced by BS is from Dt, Dr and Willie, that
experienced by Dr is from Alice, Willie and itself, and that
experienced by Willie is from Dt, Dr and itself. As for the
overlay mode shown in Fig. 1(b), we consider Dr uses all
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available spectrum to transmit jamming signal. Thus, the total
interference experienced by BS is from Dr and Willie, and
that experienced by Willie is from Dr and itself. Note that in
D2D-enabled cellular networks, both the underlay and overlay
modes can significantly affect the covert rate performance
of the cellular user. Thus, the objective of this paper is to
explore how the mode selection of the D2D pair affects the
covert rate performance of the cellular network. Specifically,
the mode selection will be to maximize the covert rate of the
cellular user (CU) while ensuring the Quality-of-Service (QoS)
requirement of the D2D pair with no occurring transmission
outage. In addition, the underlay and overlay modes are not
considered in relay-assisted wireless networks without the
support of BS [20]. Thus, the D2D pair cannot be replaced
by a simple relay which transmits a jamming signal to Willie.

C. Channel Model

We consider these wireless channels in our concerned
network to be quasi-static Rayleigh block fading channels,
where each channel coefficient hi,j from a transmitter i to a
receiver j remains unchanged in one slot while changing inde-
pendently from one slot to another. Here, i ∈ {A,Dt, Dr,W}
and j ∈ {B,W,Dr}, A, B and W denote Alice, BS
and Willie, respectively. Under this fading channel model,
the channel gain |hi,j |2 is an exponentially distribution ran-
dom variable with mean λi,j which is known to all nodes,
and thus its probability density function (PDF) is given by
f|hi,j |2(x) = 1

λi,j
exp(− x

λi,j
). For simplicity, we use hDr

and hW to denote the self-interference channel hDr,Dr
and

hW,W with the channel gain mean λDt
and λW , respectively.

Willie knows instantaneous channel gain |hA,W |2, |hDr,W |2,
|hDt,W |2, |hW |2 and statistical CSI of other channels [35].
The instantaneous channel gain known to Willie corresponds
to the worst case for Alice. Regarding the rules for power
control, mode selection, and spectrum partition fraction, if the
covert communication can be achieved under the case that the
perfect CSI is known to Willie, it is also achievable under
the imperfect channel estimation. Moreover, the covert rate
performance can be improved under the imperfect channel
estimation. This is because the imperfect channel estimation
decreases the detection performance of Willie, such that Alice
can use a relatively larger covert transmit power than that
under the perfect CSI.

We consider that Alice and Dt employ fixed transmit power
PA and PDt , respectively. Dr can serve as a jamming node to
send artificial noise to confuse Willie to decide whether or not
the cellular user Alice covertly transmits message. To this end,
the signals that Willie receives should be randomly changing
over time. Thus, we treat the transmit power of Dr as a random
variable, which obeys a continuous uniform distribution over
the interval [0, PDr

max]. Here, PDr
max will not exceed the inherent

maximum transmit power limit Ω of the D2D receiver Dr. This
uniform power control model has also been used in previous
works [25], [36], [37]. Then, the PDF of PDr

is given by

fP (x) =

{ 1

PDr
max

, 0 ≤ x ≤ PDr
max,

0, otherwise.
(1)

Willie knows the transmit power distribution of Dr, but cannot
be aware of the actual value of PDr at each slot. To interfere
with BS, Willie also employs a variable transmit power PW ,
subject to the constraint of maximum value PW

max. In addition,
the additive white Gaussian noise at BS, Dr and Willie is
denoted by nB , nDr

and nW with variance σ2
B , σ2

Dr
and σ2

W ,
respectively. The total bandwidth of the network spectrum
is W MHz. Without loss of generality, we assume W = 1
throughout this paper.

D. Detection at Willie

According to the signals received by Willie, it needs to
decide whether Alice transmits covert information to BS or
not in each slot. Thus, Willie conducts a binary hypothesis
testing consisting of a null hypothesis H0 and an alternative
hypothesis H1. The former H0 represents that Alice did
not transmit covert information to BS, while the latter H1

represents that Alice did the covert transmission. Consider the
underlay and overlay modes, the received signals at Willie
under these two hypotheses are expressed as

H0 : yW (i) =

{ √
PDthDt,WxDt(i) + ∆, underlay mode,

∆, overlay mode.
(2)

H1 : yW (i) =


√
PAhA,Wxa(i) underlay mode,

+
√

PDt
hDt,WxDt

(i) + ∆,√
PAhA,Wxa(i) + ∆, overlay mode.

(3)
where ∆ =

√
PDr

hDr,WxDr
(i) +

√
φPW

maxhWxW (i) +
nW (i). φ is the self-interference cancellation coefficient at
Willie, and φ ∈ [0, 1]. We consider the worst case that Willie
employs a perfect self-interference cancellation technology
such that the self-interference at Willie can be completely
canceled, i.e., φ = 0. Due to the negative impact of self-
interference at Willie on the detection of covert commu-
nication, the complete cancellation of self-interference can
achieve a better detection performance at Willie than the
partial cancellation. If the covert transmission is successful
under the complete cancellation, it can also be successful
under the partial cancellation. xa, xDt

, xDr
and xW represent

the signals transmitted by Alice, Dt, Dr and Willie, respec-
tively. These random variables satisfy that E[|xa(i)|2] = 1,
E[|xDt

(i)|2] = 1, E[|xDr
(i)|2] = 1, and E[|xW (i)|2] = 1,

where E[·] denotes an expectation operation. i = 1, 2, ..., n is
the index of each received signal at Willie and n is assumed
to be infinity, i.e., n → ∞1. Since Willie attempts to launch
the strongest attack on the legitimate receivers (i.e., BS) as
much as possible, the transmit power of Willie corresponds to
the maximum value PW

max.
Regarding the observation vector yW =

[yW (1), . . . , yW (n)] , all elements in the vector are
independent complex Gaussian random variables with zero
mean. The total received power

∑n
i=1 |yW (i)|2 at Willie is a

1The assumption can be found in many existing works [19], [20], [25],
[29], [32], [33]. n → ∞ indicates that Willie can obtain enough observations
from Alice to make the decision, which is the best case for Willie and the
worst case for Alice. If Alice can achieve covert communication in n → ∞,
the covert communication can also be achieved in the case that n is finite.
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sufficient statistic for Willie’s test. Since any one-one-function
of a sufficient statistic is also a sufficient statistic, the average
received power YW = 1

n

∑n
i=1 |yW (i)|2 at Willie is a

sufficient statistic. Thus, Willie performs a threshold test on

YW based on the expression YW

D1

≷
D0

γ, where D0 and D1

represent these two decisions of Willie approving H0 and H1,
respectively, and γ is the detection threshold. We consider an
infinite number of received signals at Willie in each slot, i.e.,
n → ∞, and then the average received power YW at Willie
under the underlay and overlay modes are given by [38]

YW =

{
PDt |hDt,W |2 + PDr |hDr,W |2 + σ2

W , H0,
PA|hA,W |2 + PDt |hDt,W |2 + PDr |hDr,W |2 + σ2

W , H1,
(4)

and YW =

{
PDr |hDr,W |2 + σ2

W , H0,
PA|hA,W |2 + PDr |hDr,W |2 + σ2

W , H1,
(5)

respectively.
Based on the threshold test and the average received power

YW , we further define two types of errors: false alarm and
missed detection. False alarm is defined as the event that
Willie makes a decision D1 to approve H1 while H0 is
true. The probability of false alarm can be expressed as
PFA = P{YW > γ|H0}. Missed detection is defined as the
event that Willie makes a decision D0 to approve H0 while H1

is true. The probability of missed detection can be expressed
as PMD = P{YW < γ|H1}. The sum of PFA and PMD

(namely detection error probability) are used to measure the
detection performance of Willie. Note that the detection error
probability depends on the detection threshold γ. Since Alice
is hard to know the value of γ, we consider a worst case
corresponding to minimum detection error probability at Willie
with an optimal γ. Thus, the optimal γ can be determined by
minimizing the detection error probability, which is given in
Theorem 2. The detailed derivation process can be found in
the proof of Theorem 2.

Remark: If multiple D2D pairs are assumed to reuse the
spectrum of Alice, the derivation process of the optimal
detection threshold γ is given as follows. We also need to
consider the worst case corresponding to a minimum detection
error probability at Willie which is determined by optimizing
the detection threshold γ. Based on the definition of detection
error probability, we give the average received power YW at
Willie as follows.

YW =

{ ∑M
m=1(P

m
Dt

|hm
Dt,W

|2 + Pm
Dr

|hm
Dr,W |2) + σ2

W , H0,

PA|hA,W |2 +
∑M

m=1(P
m
Dt

|hm
Dt,W

|2 + Pm
Dr

|hm
Dr,W |2) + σ2

W , H1,

(6)

Then, the probability of false alarm PFA and the probability
of missed detection PMD can be obtained by utilizing the
statistical distribution of the sum of multiple random variables
in YW . We obtain the expression of the detection error
probability equal to the sum of PFA and PMD. Finally, we
identify the optimal detection threshold γ to minimize the
detection error probability.

E. Channel Capacity

1) Underlay Mode: Consider the uplink transmission from
Alice to BS under the underlay mode, we use SINRu

B and

SINRu
Dr

to denote the instantaneous signal-to-interference-
plus-noise-ratio (SINR) at BS and Dr, which are given by

SINRu
B =

PA|hA,B |2

PDt |hDt,B |2+PDr |hDr,B |2+PW
max|hW,B |2+σ2

B

, (7)

SINRu
Dr

=
PDt |hDt,Dr |

2

PA|hA,Dr |2 + ϕPDr |hDr |2 + PW
max|hW,Dr |2 + σ2

Dr

, (8)

where Dr utilizes the self-interference cancellation technol-
ogy [39] to reduce the negative effect of self-interference. In
the technology, ϕ denotes the self-interference cancellation
coefficient, and different values of ϕ ∈ [0, 1] correspond to
different cancellation levels of the self-interference signal.
Therefore, the instantaneous channel capacity Cu

B and Cu
Dr

at BS and Dr are determined as

Cu
B = log2(1 + SINRu

B), (9)

and

Cu
Dr

= log2(1 + SINRu
Dr

). (10)

2) Overlay Mode: As illustrated in Fig. 1(b), under the
overlay mode, the SINR at BS and Dr are given by SINRo

B =
PA|hA,B |2

PDr |hDr,B |2+PW
max|hW,B |2+σ2

B
and SINRo

Dr
=

PDt |hDt,Dr |
2

σ2
Dr

,
respectively.

We use Co
B and Co

Dr
to denote the instantaneous channel

capacity of the cellular link and that of the D2D link, re-
spectively. We have Co

B = β log2(1 + SINRo
B) and Co

Dr
=

(1− β) log2(1 + SINRo
Dr

).

F. Performance Metrics

We define two performance metrics in terms of detection
error probability and covert rate.

Detection error probability: It is the sum of probability of
false alarm and that of missed detection, which is expressed
as PE = PFA + PMD, where PE denotes the detection error
probability.

Covert rate: It is the achievable rate from Alice to BS
subject to the constraint of covertness requirement which
ensures a high detection error probability at Willie.

III. DETECTION PERFORMANCE

Under the underlay and overlay modes, we first determine
these two probabilities of false alarm and missed detection at
Willie. Then, we derive the optimal detection thresholds and
corresponding minimum detection error probabilities. Finally,
we further derive the average values of the minimum detection
error probabilities.

A. Probabilities of False Alarm and Missed Detection

We use Pu
FA and Pu

MD to denote the probability of false
alarm and that of missed detection under the underlay mode,
respectively. Under the overlay mode, these two probabilities
are denoted as Po

FA and Po
MD, respectively. Then, we deter-

mine them in the following Theorem.
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Theorem 1. The probabilities of false alarm and missed de-
tection under the underlay and overlay modes are determined
as

Pu
FA =


1, γu < α1

1− γu−σ2
W−PDt |hDt,W |2

PDr
max|hDr,W |2

, α1 ≤ γu ≤ α3

0, γu > α3

(11)

Pu
MD =


0, γu < α2
γu−σ2

W−PA|hA,W |2−PDt |hDt,W |2

PDr
max|hDr,W |2

, α2 ≤ γu ≤ α4

1, γu > α4

(12)

Po
FA =


1, γo < σ2

W

1− γo−σ2
W

PDr
max|hDr,W |2

, σ2
W ≤ γo ≤ ρ1

0, γo > ρ1

(13)

Po
MD =


0, γo < ρ2
γo−σ2

W−PA|hA,W |2

PDr
max|hDr,W |2

, ρ2 ≤ γo ≤ ρ3

1, γo > ρ3

(14)

where γu and γo represent the detection threshold under the
underlay and overlay modes, respectively, and

α1=σ2
W +PDt

|hDt,W |2,
α2=σ2

W +PA|hA,W |2+PDt
|hDt,W |2,

α3=σ2
W +PDr

max|hDr,W |2+PDt
|hDt,W |2,

α4=σ2
W +PDr

max|hDr,W |2+PA|hA,W |2+PDt |hDt,W |2,
ρ1=PDr

max|hDr,W |2+σ2
W , ρ2=PA|hA,W |2+σ2

W ,

ρ3=PDr
max|hDr,W |2+PA|hA,W |2+σ2

W .

(15)

Proof. We give the derivation process of these probabilities
Pu
FA and Pu

MD under the underlay mode. According to the
definition of the probability of false alarm in Section II-D, we
have

Pu
FA = P{YW > γu|H0}

= P{PDt
|hDt,W |2 + PDr

|hDr,W |2 + σ2
W > γu}

= P{PDr
> ω} =


1, γu < α1∫ PDr

max

ω
fP (x)dx, α1 ≤ γu ≤ α3

0, otherwise
(16)

where ω =
γu−σ2

W−PDt |hDt,W |2
|hDr,W |2 .

We further determine the probability of missed detection as

Pu
MD = P{YW < γu|H1}
= P{PA|hA,W |2+PDt |hDt,W |2+PDr |hDr,W |2+σ2

W <γu}

= P{PDr
< Λ} =


0, γu < α2∫ Λ

0
fP (x)dx, α2 ≤ γu ≤ α4

1, otherwise
(17)

where Λ =
γu−σ2

W−PA|hA,W |2−PDt |hDt,W |2
|hDr,W |2 , and fP (x) is the

PDF of jamming signal at Dr defined in (1). Thus, we can
obtain Pu

FA and Pu
MD.

The derivation process of these probabilities Po
FA and Po

MD

is similar to that of Pu
FA and Pu

MD. Thus, we omit it here.

B. Optimal Detection Thresholds and Minimum Detection
Error Probabilities

We use γ∗
u and γ∗

o to denote the optimal detection threshold
at Willie under the underlay and overlay modes, respectively.
The optimal detection thresholds and corresponding minimum
detection error probabilities are given in the following Theo-
rem.

Theorem 2. The optimal detection thresholds at Willie under
the underlay and overlay modes are determined as

γ∗
u ∈

{
[α2, α3], α3 > α2

[α3, α2], α2 > α3
(18)

γ∗
o ∈

{
[ρ2, ρ1], ρ1 > ρ2
[ρ1, ρ2], ρ2 > ρ1

(19)

where the variables α2, α3, ρ1 and ρ2 are defined in (15).
Specifically, when α3 > α2 or ρ1 > ρ2, we have PDr

max >
PA|hA,W |2

|hDr,W |2 . Given these optimal thresholds, both the minimum
detection error probabilities P∗

E under the underlay and over-
lay modes have the same expression, which is given by

P∗
E =

{
1− PA|hA,W |2

PDr
max|hDr,W |2

, α3 > α2 or ρ1 > ρ2

0, α2 > α3 or ρ2 > ρ1
(20)

Proof. We first derive the optimal detection threshold γ∗
u and

the minimum detection error probability P∗
E under the under-

lay mode. Based on the definition of detection error probability
and the main results of Pu

FA and Pu
MD in Theorem 1, we can

obtain the detection error probability Pu
E in the following two

cases: α3 > α2 and α2 > α3.
When α3 > α2, Pu

E can be determined as

Pu
E =



1, γu ≤ α1

1− γu−σ2
W−PDt |hDt,W |2

PDr
max|hDr,W |2

, α1 < γu ≤ α2

1− PA|hA,W |2

PDr
max|hDr,W |2

, α2 < γu < α3

γu−σ2
W−PA|hA,W |2−PDt |hDt,W |2

PDr
max|hDr,W |2

, α3 ≤ γu < α4

1. γu ≥ α4

(21)

Following (21), we have ∂Pu
E

∂γu
< 0, when γu ∈ (α1, α2]. This

means that Pu
E decreases as γu increases. When γu ∈ [α3, α4),

∂Pu
E

∂γu
> 0, indicating that Pu

E increases as γu increases.
Thus, we obtain the minimum detection error probability
P∗
E = 1− PA|hA,W |2

PDr
max|hDr,W |2

, where the optimal detection threshold
γ∗
u ∈ [α2, α3]. Based on α3 > α2 and the expressions of α2

and α3 defined in (15), we have PDr
max >

PA|hA,W |2

|hDr,W |2 .
When α2 > α3, Pu

E can be determined as

Pu
E =



1, γu ≤ α1

1− γu−σ2
W−PDt |hDt,W |2

PDr
max|hDr,W |2

, α1 < γu ≤ α3

0, α3 < γu < α2
γu−σ2

W−PA|hA,W |2−PDt |hDt,W |2

PDr
max|hDr,W |2

, α2 ≤ γu < α4

1, γu ≥ α4

(22)
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Based on (22), we can also obtain the minimum detection
error probability P∗

E = 0 where the optimal detection threshold
γ∗
u ∈ [α3, α2].
Since the derivation process of the optimal threshold γ∗

o and
the minimum detection error probability P∗

E under the overlay
mode are similar to that under the underlay mode, thus we
omit it here.

An interesting finding from Theorem 2 indicates that the
minimum detection error probabilities at Willie under the
underlay and overlay modes have the same value. This is due
to the following reasons. As shown in Fig. 1, we can see that
under the underlay mode, the received signals at Willie are
from Alice, itself, Dt and Dr, while under the overlay mode,
they are from Alice, itself and Dr. However, since Dt employs
a fixed transmit power and n → ∞, Willie could observe the
signal statistic from Dt over long periods of time. Thus, the
signal from Dt does not affect the detection error probability
at Willie, which leads to an identical minimum detection error
probability under the underlay and overlay modes.

C. Average Minimum Detection Error Probability

The average minimum detection error probability P∗
E is

equivalent to the expected value of the minimum detection
error probability P∗

E under the underlay and overlay modes,
which is derived in the following Theorem.

Theorem 3. The average minimum detection error probability
P∗
E at Willie is determined as

P∗
E =

PDr
maxλDr,W

PDr
maxλDr,W + PAλA,W

+
PDr
maxλDr,WPAλA,W

(PDr
maxλDr,W + PAλA,W )2

+
PAλA,W

PDr
maxλDr,W + PAλA,W

ln
PAλA,W

PDr
maxλDr,W + PAλA,W

(23)

Proof. P∗
E given in (20) is a function of random variables

|hA,W |2 and |hDr,W |2. The average minimum detection error
probability P∗

E is the expected value E[P∗
E ] of P∗

E , i.e.,

P∗
E = P

{
PDr
max >

PA |hA,W |2

|hDr,W |2

}

× E

[
1− PA|hA,W |2

PDr
max|hDr,W |2

∣∣∣∣PDr
max >

PA |hA,W |2

|hDr,W |2

]

+ P

{
PDr
max ≤ PA |hA,W |2

|hDr,W |2

}
E

[
0

∣∣∣∣PDr
max ≤ PA |hA,W |2

|hDr,W |2

]

= P

{
PDr
max >

PA |hA,W |2

|hDr,W |2

}

× E

[
1− PA|hA,W |2

PDr
max|hDr,W |2

∣∣∣∣PDr
max >

PA |hA,W |2

|hDr,W |2

]
. (24)

Since

P

{
PDr
max >

PA |hA,W |2

|hDr,W |2

}

= P

{
|hA,W |2 <

PDr
max |hDr,W |2

PA

}

=

∫ ∞

0

∫ P
Dr
max
PA

y

0

f|hA,W |2(x)f|hDr,W |2(y)dxdy

= 1− PAλA,W

PDr
maxλDr,W + PAλA,W

, (25)

and

E
[
1− PA|hA,W |2

PDr
max|hDr,W |2

∣∣∣∣PDr
max >

PA |hA,W |2

|hDr,W |2

]
= 1− E

[
PA|hA,W |2

PDr
max|hDr,W |2

∣∣∣∣PDr
max >

PA |hA,W |2

|hDr,W |2

]

= 1− PA

PDr
max

∫ ∞

0

∫ P
Dr
max
PA

y

0

x

y
f|hA,W |2(x)f|hDr,W |2(y)dxdy

= 1− PAλA,W

PDr
maxλDr,W

[
ln

(
1 +

PDr
maxλDr,W

PAλA,W

)
− PDr

maxλDr,W

PDr
maxλDr,W + PAλA,W

]
. (26)

By substituting (25) and (26) into (24), (23) follows.

To achieve covert transmission, the covertness requirement
should be satisfied, i.e., for any ε ≥ 0, P∗

E ≥ 1 − ε, as n →
∞ [40].

IV. COVERT RATE UNDER THE UNDERLAY MODE

In this section, we first provide theoretical modeling for the
covert rate of cellular link from Alice to BS under the underlay
mode, and then optimize transmit power of Dr for maximizing
the covert rate.

A. Covert Rate Modeling

We use Ru
C to denote the covert rate of the cellular link

under the underlay mode. To ensure the quality of D2D
link, we define Ru

C is the product of the desirable covert
rate, no outage probability of the cellular link and no outage
probability of the D2D link [32]. Then, Ru

C can be formulated
as

Ru
C = RB(1− Pu

co)(1− Pu
do), (27)

where RB is the desirable rate from Alice to BS, Pu
co is the

transmission outage probability of the cellular link and Pu
do is

that of the D2D link.
To derive the covert rate Ru

C , we need to determine the
transmission outage probabilities of Pu

co and Pu
do. The trans-

mission outage probability Pou of a link is defined as the
probability that the instantaneous channel capacity C of the
link is less than its desirable rate R, i.e.,

Pou = P{C < R}. (28)

Then, we can obtain Pu
co and Pu

do in the following Theo-
rem 4.
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Theorem 4. Under the underlay mode, the transmission
outage probability Pu

co of the cellular link and Pu
do of the D2D

link are given by

Pu
co = 1−

λ3
A,B exp(− µσ2

B
λA,B

) ln(1 +
µPDr

maxλDr,B

λA,B
)

µPDr
maxλDr,B(µPDtλDt,B + λA,B)(µPW

maxλW,B + λA,B)
,

(29)

Pu
do = 1−

λ3
Dt,Dr

exp(− κσ2
Dr

λDt,Dr
) ln(1+

κϕPDr
maxλDr

λDt,Dr
)

(κPAλA,Dr+λDt,Dr )(κP
Dr
maxλW,Dr+λDt,Dr )κϕP

Dr
maxλDr

,

(30)

where µ = 2RB−1
PA

, κ = 2RD−1
PDt

, RD is the desirable rate
of the D2D link and ϕ is the self-interference cancellation
coefficient.

Proof. According to the definition of transmission outage
probability in (28), the transmission outage probability Pu

co
and Pu

do are formulated as Pu
co = P{Cu

B < RB} and
Pu
do = P{Cu

Dr
< RD}, respectively. Where Cu

B and Cu
Dr

are the instantaneous channel capacity of the cellular link and
the D2D link under the underlay mode, which are given in (9)
and (10). Thus we have

Pu
co = P{log2(1 + SINRu

B) < RB}
= P{SINRu

B < 2RB − 1}
= P{|hA,B |2<µ(PDt |hDt,B |

2+PDr |hDr,B |
2+PW

max|hW,B |2+σ2
B)}

=

∫ PDr
max

0

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0

∫ Θ

0

f|hA,B |2(x)f|hDt,B
|2(y)

× f|hDr,B |2(z)f|hW,B |2(w)fP (PDr )dxdydzdwdPDr , (31)

and

Pu
do = P{log2(1 + SINRu

Dr
) < RD}

= P{SINRu
Dr

< 2RD − 1}
= P{|hDt,Dr |

2 < Ψ}

=

∫ PDr
max

0

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0

∫ Ψ

0

f|hDt,Dr |2(x)f|hA,Dr |2(y)

× f|hDr |2(z)f|hW,Dr |2(w)fP (PDr )dxdydzdwdPDr , (32)

where Θ = µ(PDty + PDrz + PW
maxw + σ2

B), Ψ =
κ(PA|hA,Dr |2 + ϕPDr |hDr |2 + PW

max|hW,Dr |2 + σ2
Dr

). By
solving (31) and (32), (29) and (30) follow.

B. Covert Rate Maximization

Our objective is to maximize the covert rate of the cellular
link by optimizing the maximum transmit power of Dr,
where an optimal maximum transmit power ensures that the
jamming signal emitted by Dr can confuse the detection of
Willile and reduce its interference to the cellular and D2D
communications as much as possible. Thus, the CRM can be
formulated as the following nonlinear optimization problem

max
PDr

max

Ru
C , (33a)

s.t. P∗
E ≥ 1− ε, (33b)

0 ≤ PDr
max ≤ Ω, (33c)

where Ru
C is the covert rate of the cellular link given in (27),

and Ω denotes the upper bound of PDr
max. Constraint (33b)

ensures that the average minimum detection error probability
P∗
E is no less than a predetermined value, where ε is an

arbitrarily small covertness requirement. Constraint (33c) gives
the range of PDr

max.
The solution of the optimization problem is given in the

following Theorem.

Theorem 5. We use PDru∗
max to denote the optimal maximum

transmit power of Dr under the underlay mode.
When f(ε) ≤ Ω,

PDru∗
max = f(ε), (34)

where f(ε) is the solution of P∗
E = 1− ε. The corresponding

MCR Ru∗
C is obtained by substituting PDru∗

max into (27).
When f(ε) > Ω, any PDru∗

max ∈ [0,Ω] cannot satisfy the
covertness requirement of (33b), and thus Ru∗

C = 0.

Proof. To maximize the objective function in (33a), we first
decide whether Ru

C is a monotonous function with respect to
PDr
max. Thus, we have

∂Ru
C

∂PDr
max

= RB [−
∂Pu

co

∂PDr
max

(1− Pu
do) + (1− Pu

co)(−
∂Pu

do

∂PDr
max

)].

(35)

We know that RB > 0, 0 ≤ Pu
co ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ Pu

do ≤ 1. Now
we only need to determine the signs of ∂Pu

co

∂PDr
max

and ∂Pu
do

∂PDr
max

. To
this end, we have

∂Pu
co

∂PDr
max

= −t1(
µPDr

maxλDr,B

λA,B + µPDr
maxλDr,B

− ln(1 +
µPDr

maxλDr,B

λA,B
))

(36)

where

t1 =
λ3
A,B exp(− µσ2

B
λA,B

)µλDr,B(µPDtλDt,B+λA,B)(µPW
maxλW,B+λA,B)

(µPDr
maxλDr,B(µPDtλDt,B+λA,B)(µPW

maxλW,B+λA,B))2

> 0. According to the inequality ln(1 + x) > x
1+x , we have

µPDr
maxλDr,B

λA,B+µPDr
maxλDr,B

−ln(1+
µPDr

maxλDr,B

λA,B
) < 0. Thus, ∂Pu

co

∂PDr
max

> 0.

We continue to determine ∂Pu
do

∂PDr
max

as

∂Pu
do

∂PDr
max

= −t2(
κϕPDr

maxλDr

λDt,Dr + κϕPDr
maxλDr

− ln(1 +
κϕPDr

maxλDr

λDt,Dr

)),

(37)

where t2 =
λ3
Dt,Dr

κϕλDr ζ1ζ2 exp(−
κσ2

Dr
λDt,Dr

)

(ζ1ζ2κϕP
Dr
maxλDr )

2
> 0, ζ1 =

κPAλA,Dr
+λDt,Dr

, ζ2 = κPW
maxλW,Dr

+λDt,Dr
. Applying the

inequality ln(1 + x) > x
1+x , we obtain κϕPDr

maxλDr

λDt,Dr+κϕPDr
maxλDr

−

ln(1 +
κϕPDr

maxλDr

λDt,Dr
) < 0. Therefore, ∂Pu

do

∂PDr
max

> 0.

Since both the signs of ∂Pu
co

∂PDr
max

and ∂Pu
do

∂PDr
max

are positive,
∂Ru

C

∂PDr
max

< 0. Thus, Ru
C is a monotonically decreasing function

of PDr
max.

Next, we decide whether P∗
E is a monotonous function with

respect to PDr
max. Thus, we have

∂P∗
E

∂PDr
max

=
PAλA,WλDr,W

(PDr
maxλDr,W + PAλA,W )2

[
PAλA,W − PDr

maxλDr,W

PDr
maxλDr,W + PAλA,W

+ ln(1 +
PDr
maxλDr,W

PAλA,W
)

]
(38)
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Applying the inequality ln(1+x) > x
1+x , we obtain ∂P∗

E

∂PDr
max

>

0, which reveals that P∗
E is a monotonically increasing function

of PDr
max. Thus, the feasible solution of (33b) satisfies PDr

max ≥
f(ε). Note that Ru

C monotonically decreases with PDr
max and

the upper bound of PDr
max is Ω. When f(ε) ≤ Ω, the optimal

maximum transmit power of Dr is determined as PDru∗
max =

f(ε). The corresponding MCR Ru∗
C follows by substituting

PDru∗
max into (27). When f(ε) > Ω, any PDru∗

max ∈ [0,Ω] cannot
satisfy the covertness requirement of (33b), and thus Ru∗

C =
0.

V. COVERT RATE UNDER THE OVERLAY MODE

In this section, we first provide theoretical modeling for the
covert rate of cellular link from Alice to BS under the overlay
mode, and then optimize the spectrum partition and transmit
power of Dr for maximizing the covert rate.

A. Covert Rate Modeling
We use Ro

C to denote the covert rate of the cellular link from
Alice to Bob under the overlay mode, and then we formulate
the covert rate as

Ro
C = RB(1− P o

co)(1− P o
do), (39)

where P o
co and P o

do are the transmission outage probabilities
of the cellular link and the D2D link under the overlay mode,
respectively.

To derive the covert rate Ro
C , we need to determine P o

co and
P o
do in the following theorem.

Theorem 6. The transmission outage probability P o
co of the

cellular link and P o
do of the D2D link under the overlay mode

are given by

P o
co = 1−

λ2
A,B exp(− θσ2

B

λA,B
) ln(1 +

θPDr
maxλDr,B

λA,B
)

θPDr
maxλDr,B(θP

W
maxλW,B + λA,B)

(40)

P o
do = 1− exp(−

ησ2
Dr

λDt,Dr

) (41)

where θ = 2
RB
β −1
PA

, η = 2
RD
1−β −1
PDt

and β is the spectrum
partition ratio.

Proof. The proof of the Theorem 6 is similar to that of the
Theorem 4. Thus, we omit the proof process here.

B. Covet Rate Optimization
Our goal is to optimize the spectrum partition and maximum

transmit power of Dr for maximizing the covert rate of cellular
link from Alice to BS while guaranteeing the transmission of
D2D link does not experience an outage under the overlay
mode. It can be formulated as the following nonlinear opti-
mization problem

max
β,PDr

max

Ro
C , (42a)

s.t. P∗
E ≥ 1− ε, (42b)

0 ≤ β ≤ 1, (42c)

0 ≤ PDr
max ≤ Ω, (42d)

where Ro
C is the covert rate given in (39), P∗

E is the average
minimum detection error probability at Willie given in (23),
and β is the spectrum partition factor.

To solve the optimization problem in (42), we first obtain
the optimal maximum transmit power of Dr, and then obtain
the optimal spectrum partition factor β. Based on these two
optimal values, the MCR of the cellular link follows.

The optimal maximum transmit power of Dr is provided in
the following Theorem.

Theorem 7. We use PDro∗
max to denote the optimal maximum

transmit power of Dr under the overlay mode.
When f(ε) ≤ Ω,

PDro∗
max = f(ε), (43)

where f(ε) is the solution of P∗
E = 1− ε.

When f(ε) > Ω, any PDro∗
max ∈ [0,Ω] cannot satisfy the

covertness requirement of (42b), and thus the MCR Ro∗
C = 0.

Proof. The derivation process of the Theorem 7 is similar to
that of the Theorem 5. Thus, we omit its derivation process
here.

We can see that the optimal maximum transmit power of Dr

under the overlay mode is the same as that under the underlay
mode. It is because, PDr

max has the same feasible solutions with
the constraint of covertness requirement in (33b) and (42b)
under these two modes, and the objective functions in (33a)
and (42a) monotonically decrease with PDr

max.
We now determine the optimal spectrum partition factor

βo∗, and the MCR Ro∗
C under the optimal PDro∗

max and βo∗.
By substituting PDro∗

max into (42a), the objective function of
(42a) can be transformed into that denoted by Ro

C(β) only
related to β. The corresponding optimization problem is given
by

max
β

Ro
C(β), (44a)

s.t. 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. (44b)

We use βo∗ to denote the optimal spectrum partition factor,
which can be easily obtained by solving (44) using numerical
search. By substituting PDro∗

max and βo∗ into (42a), the MCR
Ro∗

C follows.

VI. COVERT RATE UNDER THE FLEXIBLE MODE
SELECTION

This section first provides theoretical modeling for the
covert rate of cellular link from Alice to BS under the flexible
mode selection, and then optimizes mode selection probability,
spectrum partition factor and maximum transmit power of Dr

for maximizing the covert rate.

A. Covert Rate Modeling

Based on the mode selection, the D2D pair can operate over
the underlay mode with probability p and over the overlay
mode with probability 1 − p. We then formulate the covert
rate denoted by RC under the mode selection as

RC = pRu
C + (1− p)Ro

C , (45)
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where Ru
C and Ro

C are the covert rate under the underlay mode
and overlay mode given in (27) and (39), respectively.

B. Covert Rate Maximization

Our objective is to optimize the mode selection probability
p, spectrum partition factor β and maximum transmit power
PDr
max of Dr for maximizing the covert rate. We can formulate

it as the following nonlinear optimization problem

max
p,β,PDr

max

RC , (46a)

s.t. P∗
E ≥ 1− ε, (46b)

0 ≤ p ≤ 1, (46c)
0 ≤ β ≤ 1, (46d)

0 ≤ PDr
max ≤ Ω, (46e)

where the covert rate RC is given in (45), and the average
minimum detection error probability P∗

E is given in (23).
The following theorem gives the solution of the optimization

problem in (46).

Theorem 8. We use p∗, PDr∗
max and β∗ to denote the optimal

mode selection probability, maximum transmit power of Dr

and spectrum partition factor, respectively.
When f(ε) ≤ Ω,

PDr∗
max = f(ε), (47)

where f(ε) is the solution of P∗
E = 1 − ε. The two-tuple

(p∗, β∗) equals to either (0, βo∗) or (1, [0, 1]). The corre-
sponding MCR R∗

C is obtained by substituting p∗, PDr∗
max and

β∗ into (45).
When f(ε) > Ω, any PDr∗

max ∈ [0,Ω] cannot satisfy the
covertness requirement in (46b), thus R∗

C = 0.

Proof. To solve the optimization problem in (46), we need
to decide the monotonicity property of RC with respect to p,
PDr
max and β. First, taking the derivation of RC with respect

to PDr
max, we have

∂RC

∂PDr
max

= p
∂Ru

C

∂PDr
max

+ (1− p)
∂Ro

C

∂PDr
max

. (48)

We know that 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, ∂Ru
C

∂PDr
max

< 0 and ∂Ro
C

∂PDr
max

< 0. Thus,
∂RC

∂PDr
max

< 0, which indicates that RC monotonically decreases

with PDr
max. Recall that P∗

E monotonically increases with PDr
max

proved in the derivation process of Theorem 5. We consider
f(ε) is the solution of P∗

E = 1− ε. Thus, when satisfying the
constraint of (46b), PDr

max ≥ f(ε). Note that the upper bound
of PDr

max is Ω. If f(ε) > Ω, for any PDr∗
max ∈ [0,Ω] cannot

satisfy the covertness requirement in (46b) and thus R∗
C = 0.

Otherwise, PDr∗
max = f(ε).

By substituting PDr∗
max into the objective function, we can

obtain a function RC(p, β) with respect to p and β. Taking the
derivation of RC(p, β) with respect to p, we have ∂RC(p,β)

∂p =
Ru

C − Ro
C . Thus, if Ru

C < Ro
C , p∗ = 0, which indicates that

the D2D pair works over the overlay mode and thus β∗ = βo∗.
Otherwise, p∗ = 1, which indicates that the D2D pair works
over the underlay mode and thus β∗ can be any value in [0, 1].
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Fig. 2: The effect of PDr
max on Ru

C under the underlay mode.

VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, extensive numerical results are presented to
explore the effect of some key system parameters (e.g., p, β,
Ω) on the covert rate performance under the underlay mode,
the overlay mode and the mode selection. We set the following
parameters as λi,j = 1, σ2

j = 1 W, RB = 0.05 Mbits/s, RD =
0.05 Mbits/s, ϕ = 0.1, where i ∈ {A,Dt, Dr,W} and j ∈
{B,W,Dr}, unless otherwise specified.

A. Covert Rate under the Underlay Mode

To explore the effect of the maximum transmit power PDr
max

of Dr on the covert rate Ru
C under the underlay mode, we

summarize in Fig. 2 how Ru
C varies with PDr

max for each setting
of the following parameters Ω = 5 W, PDt

= 0.1 W, PW
max =

1 W, PA = {0.1, 0.5} W and ε = {0.3, 0.5}. We can see
from Fig. 2 that as PDr

max increases, Ru
C first remains zero,

then increases up to a maximum value, and finally decreases.
This is due to the following reasons. When PDr

max is relatively
small, the covertness requirement cannot hold, i.e., P∗

E < 1−ε,
where P∗

E is a monotonically increasing function of PDr
max.

Thus, Ru
C = 0. PDr

max continues to increase up to a threshold
such that P∗

E = 1− ε, which corresponds to a maximum Ru
C .

Recall that transmission outage probabilities Pu
co and Pu

do of
Alice and Dt monotonically increase with PDr

max, and thus Ru
C

decreases as PDr
max increases.

Another observation of Fig. 2 indicates that for each fixed
PA, a bigger ε leads to a higher MCR. This is because a
bigger ε corresponds to a smaller 1−ε, and we know that P∗

E

monotonically increases as PDr
max increases. Thus, a smaller

PDr
max can make that the constraint P∗

E ≥ 1−ε holds. Since Ru
C

is a monotonically decreasing function of PDr
max, the smaller

PDr
max leads to a higher MCR.
To illustrate the impact of self-interference cancellation

coefficient ϕ on the covert rate Ru
C , we summarize in Fig. 3

how Ru
C varies with ϕ for each setting of the following

parameters PA = 0.1 W, PDt
= 0.1 W, PW

max = 1 W and
PDr
max = {1, 2} W. We can see from Fig. 3 that Ru

C decreases
with the increase of ϕ for all PDr

max. The reason is that the
increase of ϕ reduces SINRDr

at the D2D receiver Dr which
leads to the increase of Pu

do, and thus decreases Ru
C according
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Fig. 3: The effect of ϕ on Ru
C under the underlay mode.
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Fig. 4: The effect of PA on Ru
C under the underlay mode.

to (27). We can also observe that for a given ϕ, Ru
C decreases

with the increase of PDr
max. It can be explained as follows.

When PDr
max increases, the interference at Dr and BS increase,

which leads to the increase of Pu
co and Pu

do, and thus Ru
C

decreases.
We then explore the effect of the transmit power PA of

Alice on the covert rate Ru
C under the underlay mode. We

summarize in Fig. 4 how Ru
C varies with PA for each setting

of the following parameters PDt
= 0.1 W, PW

max = 1 W, ε =
0.35 and PDr

max = {1, 3, 5} W. We can observe from Fig. 4 that
when PA increases, Ru

C first increases and then keeps zero for
PDr
max = {1, 3} W, while Ru

C first increases, then decreases
and finally keeps zero for PDr

max = 5W. This can be explained
as follows. The effect of increasing PA on Ru

C is twofold.
On one hand, increasing PA can decrease the transmission
outage probability Pu

co of Alice, which leads to the increase
of Ru

C . On the other hand, increasing PA can also increase
the transmission outage probability Pu

do of Dt due to negative
effect of the interference, which leads to the decrease of Ru

C .
As PA is relatively small, the former dominates the latter, and
thus Ru

C increases with PA. As PA becomes relatively large,
the latter dominates the former. For the relatively small PDr

max,
the covertness requirement constraint P∗

E ≥ 1−ε cannot hold,
and thus Ru

C reduces to zero and keeps unchanged, where
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Fig. 5: The effect of ε on Ru
C under the underlay mode.
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Fig. 6: The effect of ε on Ro
C under the overlay mode.

P∗
E is an increasing function of PDr

max. For the relatively large
PDr
max, as PA further increases, Ru

C first decreases and then
reduces to zero when the covertness requirement constraint
cannot hold.

We now proceed to investigate the effect of the covertness
requirement ε on the covert rate Ru

C . Fig. 5 shows how Ru
C

varies with ε for each setting of PDr
max = 3 W, PDt

= 0.1 W,
PW
max = 1 W, and PA = {0.1, 0.5, 1} W. It can be seen

from Fig. 5 that for each fixed PA, Ru
C first keeps zero, then

increases up to a constant and keeps unchanged as ε increases.
This is because, when ε is relatively small, the covertness
requirement constraint P∗

E ≥ 1 − ε cannot hold, and thus
Ru

C = 0. As ε continues to increase, the constraint holds,
and thus Ru

C keeps unchanged for each fixed PA and PDr
max.

B. Covert Rate under the Overlay Mode

We examine the effect of covertness requirement ε on the
covert rate Ro

C under the overlay mode. Fig. 6 illustrates
how Ro

C varies with ε for each setting of PA = 0.1 W,
PDt

= 0.1 W, PW
max = 5 W, PDr

max = {1, 3} W and
β = {0.3, 0.5, 0.8}. We can see from Fig. 6 that for each
fixed PDr

max and β, as ε increases, Ro
C first remains zero,

then increases up to a constant and keeps unchanged. This is
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Fig. 7: The effect of PDr
max and β on Ro

C under the overlay
mode.

due to the following reasons. A relatively small ε makes that
the covertness requirement condition cannot hold, and thus
Ro

C = 0, while as ε becomes relatively large, the condition
holds, and thus Ro

C keeps an unchanged maximum value.
Another careful observation of Fig. 6 shows that for each
fixed PDr

max, Ro
C given β = 0.5 is higher than that given

β = {0.3, 0.8}, which indicates that the spectrum partition
factor β needs to be carefully set for enhancing covert rate
performance.

Fig. 7 illustrates the effect of PDr
max and β on Ro

C . As shown
in Fig. 7, when β is almost zero or one, Ro

C is almost zero.
Otherwise, for each fixed PDr

max, as β increases, there exists
an optimal β for maximizing Ro

C . The reasons behind this
phenomenon can be explored as follows. For the former case,
Alice or Dt is hardly allocated to spectrum resource such that
P o
co ≈ 1 or P o

do ≈ 1, which means that Ro
C ≈ 0. For the

latter case, an increase of β can lead to an decrease of P o
co

and a increase of P o
do, and thus there exists an optimal β

for maximizing the product of 1 − P o
co and 1 − P o

do, which
leads to a maximum Ro

C . On the other hand, for a fixed
β, as PDr

max increases, Ro
C first remains zero, then increases

and finally decreases, which is similar to the phenomenon
under the underlay mode. We can also see from Fig. 7 that
the maximum Ro

C is achieved when PDro∗
max = 0.3 W and

β∗ = 0.6.

C. Covert Rate under the Mode Selection

We study how PDr
max, β and p affect RC under the mode

selection with the setting of PA = 0.5 W, PDt
= 0.1 W,

PW
max = 1 W and ε = 0.3. Given p = 0.5, Fig. 8(a) illustrates

the effect of PDr
max and β on RC . It can be observed from

Fig. 8(a) that for a fixed β, as PDr
max increases, RC first

keeps zero, then increases up to a maximum value and finally
decreases, while as β increases, RC keeps zero for each
relatively small PDr

max, and it first increases and decreases
for each relatively large PDr

max. The reasons behind these
phenomena are similar to those under the underlay or overlay
modes. We can also observe that there exist optimal β∗ = 0.4
and PDr∗

max = 3 W for maximizing RC .

Fig.8(b) illustrates the effect of p and PDr
max on RC with the

setting of β = 0.4. We can see from Fig. 8(b) that for each
relatively large PDr

max, an increase of p leads to an increase
of RC . This is because as p increases, the D2D pair works
over the underlay mode with a higher probability p such that
the transmission of Dt can confuse the detection of Willie,
which leads to the increase of RC . Another observation of
Fig. 8(b) indicates that RC achieves a maximum value when
PDr∗
max = 3 W, and p∗ = 1.
In Fig.8(c), we explore the effect of p and β on RC with

the setting of PDr
max = 3 W. We can see from Fig.8(c) that for

each fixed p ̸= 1, as β increases, RC first increases and then
decreases. Note that when p = 1, RC keeps a constant, due
to the fact that the D2D pair works over the underlay mode,
and thus increasing β associated with the overlay mode cannot
change RC under the underlay mode. We can also obtain a
maximum RC when p∗ = 1 and β∗ ∈ [0, 1].

D. Maximum Covert Rate

We now explore the effect of upper bound Ω of maximum
transmit power of Dr on the MCR under the underlay mode,
overlay mode and mode selection. We summarize in Fig. 9
how the MCR varies with Ω for a setting of PA = 0.05 W,
PDt = 0.1 W, PW

max = 1 W and ε = 0.3. We can see
from Fig. 9 that as Ω increases, the MCR under these three
modes first keeps zero, then increases up to a maximum
value and keeps unchanged. This can be explained as follows.
When Ω is relatively small, PDr

max ∈ [0,Ω] such that the
covertness requirement constraint P∗

E ≥ 1 − ε formulated
in (33b), (42b) and (46b) cannot be satisfied since P∗

E is
an increasing function of PDr

max. When Ω increases up to
some threshold, the constraint holds, and we know that the
covert rates decrease as PDr

max increases under these three
modes. Thus, the MCR increases up to a maximum value
and keeps unchanged beyond the threshold. Specially, the
concerned network under the mode selection can switch to the
optimal one of the underlay and overlay modes, such that the
MCR achieves the maximum one of these under the underlay
and overlay modes. The results in Fig. 9 also demonstrate
the correctness of Theorem 8, and provide insights that for
giving a set of parameters the covert rate performance under
the underlay mode is always better than that under the overlay
mode, vice versa.

We proceed to examine the effect of ε on the MCR under
these three modes. Fig. 10 illustrates how the MCR varies with
ε for a setting of PA = 0.5 W, PDt

= 0.1 W, PW
max = 1 W

and Ω = 5 W. It can be observed from Fig. 10 that as ε
increases, the MCR under three modes first keeps zero and
then increases. This is due to the following reasons. When ε is
relatively small, it leads to a large 1−ε such that the covertness
requirement condition cannot hold. Thus, the MCR remains
zero. When ε increases up to some threshold, the covertness
requirement condition holds, i.e., P∗

E = 1 − ε. We know that
P∗
E is an increasing function of PDr

max. Thus, as 1−ε decreases,
PDr
max also decreases. Since the covert rate is a decreasing

function of PDr
max under each mode, the MCR increases with

ε. We can also observe from Fig. 10 that under the mode
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(a) RC vs. PDr
max and β (b) RC vs. p and PDr

max (c) RC vs. p and β

Fig. 8: The effect of PDr
max, β and p on RC .
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Fig. 9: The effect of Ω on the MCR.
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Fig. 10: The effect of ε on the MCR.

selection, as ε increases, the concerned network switches to
the optimal underlay mode, where the MCR is the maximum
one of these under the underlay and overlay modes.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper investigated the fundamental covert rate perfor-
mance in full-duplex D2D-enabled cellular networks under
the underlay mode, overlay mode and mode selection. We

developed theoretical frameworks to model the covert rate and
explored the corresponding covert rate maximization under
these three modes, respectively. With the assistant of the full-
duplex D2D receiver, both the covertness and positive covert
rate can be achieved in the presence of the active warden. The
results in this paper also indicate that in comparison with the
underlay and overlay modes, the mode selection can lead to
a significant improvement in covert rate by properly setting
the mode selection probability. In particular, each mode owns
its maximum achievable covert rate and corresponding opti-
mal parameter settings (like transmit power of Dr, spectrum
partition factor or mode selection probability), so a suitable
mode should be selected to support various applications with
different requirement on covert rate. An interesting study is to
explore the covert communications of a more general scenario
with multiple D2D pairs reusing the spectrum resource of a
single cellular user in our future work. Another interesting
study is to explore the impact of imperfect channel estimation
on the covert rate maximization under the rules for power
control, mode selection, and spectrum partition fraction.
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